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Butylaminolysis ofp-nitrophenyl acetate in chlorobenzene in the presence of different kinds of phase-
transfer catalysts (crown ethers and glymes) supports the existence of a reaction pathway exhibiting a
first-order dependence on the concentration of the phase transfer catalyst and a second-order dependence
on the concentration of butylamine. This novel reaction pathway must be included in the mechanism
traditionally accepted for the catalysis by phase-transfer agents of aminolysis reactions in aprotic solvents.

Introduction

Catalysis by phase-transfer agents (crown ethers or glymes)
of aminolysis reactions of carboxylic esters is a well-studied
process.1-8 The generally accepted catalytic mechanism in
aprotic solvents is shown in Scheme 1.

Nucleophilic attack ofn-butylamine on the ester generates a
tetrahedral intermediate, T(.9-12 This intermediate may either

proceed with the catalytic assistance of a secondn-butylamine
molecule or form a complex with the phase-transfer agent C‚T
(. Subsequently, this complex gives rise to the reaction products
in the rate-determining step. From this mechanism, the following
rate equation can be obtained

where the second-order term in butylamine corresponds to the
base-catalyzed decomposition,kB ) KTk2. The rate constant term
given in eq 1 which shows a first-order dependence on
butylamine and catalyst concentration is for the reaction pathway
catalyzed by the phase-transfer agentkC ) KTKCTkcat

1 . This
reaction mechanism has been widely reported in the literature,
and the presence or absence of phase transfer agent catalysis
has been used as a test to identify the rate-determining step in
ester aminolysis in solvents of different polarity13 and in other
mechanistic studies.14

In the present work, we report results obtained in our
laboratory by studying the butylaminolysis of 4-nitrophenyl
acetate (NPA) in chlorobenzene in the presence of glymes or
crown ethers (Scheme 2). Glymes were chosen on the basis of
Hogan and Gandour’s studies,15-17 which conclude that a glyme
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with four oxygen atoms in a-(CH2OCH2)4- type subunit
provides optimal catalysis for this kind of processes. Crown
ethers were chosen on the basis of Maude and Williams’
studies.3,13 Catalytic efficiency of these phase-transfer agents
is due to a specifichost-guestinteraction between the catalysts
and the tetrahedral intermediate of the reaction, suggesting the
existence of a C‚T ( complex where the oxygens donate electron
density in order to stabilize the hydrogens of the ammonium
ion of T (. Given the size of the-+NH2- fragment, the
maximum number of oxygen atoms that will be able to bond is
four. The structure of theguestrearranges thehost, leading to
the recognition of the transition state by thehost. The results
obtained suggest that the reaction mechanism shown in Scheme
1 needs to be modified through the addition of a new reaction
pathway.

Results

Figures 1 and 2 show the influence of butylamine concentra-
tion on kobs for the butylaminolysis ofp-nitrophenyl acetate
(NPA) in chlorobenzene at 25°C at different catalyst concentra-
tions. In all cases, a second-order polynomial dependence of
kobs on [butylamine] is observed (eq 2). The existence of this
dependence is consistent with an aminolysis mechanism pro-
ceeding through the formation of a tetrahedral intermediate in
nonaqueous solvents.18-24 Kinetic data were fitted to an equation
of the type

Equation 2 is formally analogous to eq 1, commonly used
for the mechanism depicted in Scheme 1. Figures 3 and 4

illustrate the influence of phase-transfer agent concentration on
the a and b terms of eq 2. As can be observed, thea term
exhibits a linear dependence on [catalyst]. This result is
consistent with the mechanism generally accepted for the
catalysis by crown ethers and glymes of the aminolysis of
carboxylic esters.

We have studied the influence of temperature (from-20.0
to +45.0°C) on the butylaminolysis of NPA in chlorobenzene
in the presence of glyme G4. In all cases, the butylaminolysis
rate constant of NPA increases as temperature increases.

Discussion

(a) Evidence of a New Catalytic Pathway.The mechanism
shown in Scheme 1 predicts that theb term of eq 2 should be
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SCHEME 1

SCHEME 2

kobs) a[BuNH2] + b[BuNH2]
2 (2)

FIGURE 1. Influence ofn-butylamine concentration onkobs for the
aminolysis of NPA,T ) 25.0°C, [NPA] ) 5 × 10-5 M. (b) [G4] )
0.10 M; (O) [G4] ) 0.25 M; (9) [G4] ) 0.50 M; (0) [G4] ) 0.75 M,
and (2) [G4] ) 1.00 M.

FIGURE 2. Influence ofn-butylamine concentration onkobs for the
aminolysis of NPA,T ) 25.0 °C, [NPA] ) 5 × 10-5 M. (b) [15C5]
) 0.10 M; (O) [15C5]) 0.26 M; (9) [15C5]) 0.51 M, and (0) [15C5]
) 0.75 M.
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independent of the glyme concentration. However, the results
reported in Figures 3 and 4 for the butylaminolysis of NPA
indicate that this term shows a linear dependence on catalyst
concentration.

As we have shown previously,25 the mechanism presented
in Scheme 1 needs to be further developed in order to explain
the observed kinetic data. The presence of a kinetic term show-
ing a second-order dependence on butylamine concentration and
a first-order dependence on glyme concentration may be ac-
counted for by the possibility that the C‚T ( complex may de-
compose by a base-catalyzed pathway. The proposed mechanism
is shown in Scheme 3 along with the new reaction pathway.

From this scheme, the following rate equation can be
obtained:

Previous studies reported in the bibliography have investigated
the influence of glymes or crown ethers on the butylaminolysis

rate constant. These studies were carried out keeping the
butylamine concentration constant, so that only a term that is
first order in glyme or crown ether concentration can be detected.
Rate constants,kC, for the phase transfer agent-catalyzed
butylaminolysis ofp-nitrophenyl acetate, can be determined
from the influence of catalyst concentration on thea term
(Figures 3 and 4).

Equation 3 accounts for the intercepts in the plots of the
influence of [catalyst] on theb term (Figures 3 and 4), which
correspond to the base-catalyzed decomposition of the inter-
mediate, T(. Application of eq 3 leads to the values ofkB for
the butylaminolysis ofp-nitrophenyl acetate. The rate constants
can be determined for this new reaction pathway which shows
base and glyme or crown ether catalysis simultaneously. The
values ofkD for the butylaminolysis ofp-nitrophenyl acetate
can be obtained from eq 3 and Figures 3 and 4. Values ofkC,
k,B andkD are shown in Table 1.

From experiments at different temperatures and using eq 3,
the values ofkC, kB, andkD were obtained (shown in Table 2).
The existence of an Arrhenius behavior allows us to obtain the
values for the activation energies for the different reaction
pathways. The absence of anti-Arrhenius behavior is an argu-
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SCHEME 3

FIGURE 3. Influence of glyme G4 concentration on the a and b terms
(eq 2) for the butylaminolysis of NPA. (O) a and (b) b. T ) 25.0°C.

FIGURE 4. Influence of 15C5 concentration on the a and b terms (eq
2) for the butylaminolysis of NPA. (O) a and (b) b. T ) 25.0 °C.

kobs) kC[catalyst][BuNH2] + (kB + kD[catalyst])[BuNH2]
2

(3)

TABLE 1. Rate Constants for the Phase Transfer Agent-Catalyzed
Butylaminolysis of NPA (T ) 25.0 °C)

catalyst kC, M-2 s-1 kB, M-2 s-1 kD, M-3 s-1

G2 0.017 0.075 0.041
G3 0.183 0.071 0.060
G4 0.308 0.069 0.084
G5 0.353 0.078 0.106
12C4 0.043 0.077 0.077
15C5 0.085 0.077 0.114
18C6 0.105 0.074 0.143

TABLE 2. Rate Constants for the G4-Catalyzed Butylaminolysis
of NPA

T, °C kC, M-2 s-1 kB, M-2 s-1 kD, M-3 s-1

-20 0.144 0.031 0.044
25 0.308 0.069 0.084
45 0.375 0.147 0.170
∆Hq, kJ mol-1 7.67 12.6 10.5
∆Sq, J mol-1K-1 -229 -223 -228
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ment against a complexation preequilibrium amine catalyst.
Anti-Arrhenius behavior has previously been observed for the
aminolysis of carboxylic esters26 and for nucleophilic aromatic
substitution involving amine nucleophiles in apolar media.27

Although the precise mechanisms reponsible for this behavior
are still disputed, various authors have suggested that exothermic
preequilibria which contribute to the overall rate coefficient
might be involved. If the amount of energy evolved in these
preequilibria were sufficiently large, it could exceed the
activation energy for the endothermic rate-controlling step and
thus produce a negative overall activation energy. The preequi-
librium step involved is thought to be the formation of charge-
transfer complexes26 or amine self-association.28

Activation parameters,∆H q and∆Sq, for the butylaminolysis
of NPA are shown in Table 2. The relatively low positive∆H
q and negative∆S q are in line with the stepwise mechanism.29

(b) Catalytic efficiency of glymes onkC. Figure 5 shows
the catalytic efficiency of glymes in butylaminolysis of NPA
obtained in this work as well as those previously obtained by
Hogan and Gandour.17 The first point to be noted in our results
is that the values obtained forkC in this work (eq 3) for the
NPA aminolysis catalyzed by glymes are in good agreement
with the previous results obtained by Hogan and Gandour17 (eq
1). The explanation for this concordance is based on the
butylamine concentration used by Hogan and Gandour,17

[BuNH2] ) 0.40 M, and the values of the rate constants
summarized in Table 1. It is straightforward to notice that in
their experimental conditions the simplification (kC + kD-
[BuNH2]) = kC is verified so that there is a quantitative
agreement between the experimental results.

Figure 5 plotskC/Oxy vs the number of oxygens in the
corresponding glymes. As can be seen, ourkC/Oxy values agree
quantitatively with those reported in the bibliography and show
a plateau that represents the maximum catalysis per oxygen for
glymes. Catalysis increases as the number of oxygen increases.

The profile then levels off at four oxygens, and successive
oxygens only contribute to the catalysis in a statistical manner.
Figure 5 indicates that glymes with four or more oxygen atoms
use only four oxygens to catalyze the butylaminolysis of
p-nitophenylacetate.

The identification of-(CH2OCH2)4- as the optimal catalytic
segment for stabilizing a two-proton ammonium ion suggests
that two bifurcated hydrogen bonds are formed. Because glyme
G4 exhibits more catalysis than just doubling the effect of glyme
G2, the four oxygens of glyme G4 must cooperate in stabilizing
the ion (Scheme 4A) and we can neglect the possibility that
the central oxygens of-(CH2OCH2)4- are only spacers, and
the first and fourth oxygens each bind one of the two ammonium
protons (Scheme 4B).

The value ofkC/Oxy for glyme G3 is over six times that of
glyme G2. This substantial increase suggests that glyme G3
catalyzes by binding both ammonium protons at the catalytic
site (Scheme 5). Glyme G3 uses either two (Scheme 5A) or
three oxygens (Scheme 5B) to bind the two protons. The two
oxygen-two proton model (Scheme 5A) resembles the typical
ammonium-polyether structure observed in crystals. The central
oxygen might contribute electrostatically or conformationlly or
both.

Glyme G4 shows a 30% largerkC/Oxy than glyme G3 in
butylaminolysis. Glyme G4 likely binds all four oxygens to the
two ammonium protons at the catalytic site and bridges these
protons more effectively than glyme G3. Apparently, glyme G4
catalyzes butylaminolysis by bringing together two pairs of
bifurcated oxygens to form a doubly bifurcated hydrogen-
bonded catalyst-substrate complex (Scheme 4A).

(c) Catalytic Efficiency of Glymes onkD. Figure 6 profiles
the catalytic efficiency of glymes2-5 in butylaminolysis,kD/
Oxy, and inN-methylbutylaminolysis,kC/Oxy, of NPA. The
plateau represents the maximum catalysis per oxygen for
glymes, showing a value of two oxygens for both the termkD/
Oxy in butylaminolysis of NPA andkC/Oxy in N-methylbutyl-
aminolysis of NPA.17

Glyme catalysis ofN-methylbutylaminolysis occurs by for-
mation of a bifurcated hydrogen bond to two contiguous
polyether oxygens. No matter what the oligomer length,kC/
Oxy remains constant. Additional oxygens only contribute on
a statistical basis.kC for glyme G3 exceeds that for glyme G2,
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J. B. J. Phys. Chem.1979, 83, 1961.
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FIGURE 5. Plot of the per oxygen catalytic rate constant,kC/Oxy,
for butylaminolysis of NPA vs the number of oxygens in the glyme.
(2) this work, (O) ref 17.

SCHEME 4

SCHEME 5
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but both have identical values ofkC/Oxy. Glyme G3 has two
sites for a bifurcated hydrogen bond to two contiguous oxygens
(Scheme 6A), but glyme G2 has only one. The two terminal
oxygens in glyme G3 might form a bifurcated hydrogen bond
(Scheme 6B), but this possibility has been ruled out.17

The behavior observed for thekD term in the butylaminolysis
of NPA is similar to that observed for thekC term in the
N-methylbutylaminolysis of NPA. As can be observed in Figure
6, the ratiokD/Oxy reaches a leveling off for glyme G2. This
behavior agrees with the existence of a single hydrogen atom
in T ( available to be bound to the glyme, since the other
hydrogen atom is tranferred to a second butylamine molecule
(Scheme 7).

(d) Catalysis by Crown Ethers. Figure 7 shows a plot of
the per oxygen catalytic rate constants of crown ethers in the
NPA butylaminolysis. Two features are worthy of note. First,
it can be observed that the catalytic term corresponding to the
decomposition of T( catalyzed by bases and crown ether,kD/
Oxy, is more important than that corresponding to the noncata-
lyzed decomposition of T(, kC/Oxy. This result is in contrast
to that previously obtained for glymes (Table 1). As a result of
the larger value ofkD compared tokC, the approach (kC + kD-
[BuNH2]) = kC is not verified. Therefore, the values forkC

obtained in this work differ from the results obtained previously
by Hogan and Gandour15 as can be deduced from Figure 7.

The second point to be noted is that the per oxygen catalytic
rate constants,kC/Oxy andkD/Oxy, increase with the number

of oxygen atoms in the crown reaching a plateau for five to six
oxygen atoms. It is important to emphasize that we found no
difference in the behavior of the per oxygen catalytic rate
constants,kC/Oxy andkD/Oxy, to that in the catalysis by glymes.

12C4 catalyzes the aminolysis by binding both ammonium
protons at the catalytic site by using three oxygens to bind the
two protons (Scheme 8). Both 15C5 and 18C6 can catalyze the
butylaminolysis by formation of two bifurcated hydrogen bonds
to four contiguous oxygens (Scheme 8). Apparently, 15C5 and
18C6 catalyze butylaminolysis by bringing together two pairs
of bifurcated oxygens to form a doubly bifurcated hydrogen-
bonded catalyst-substrate complex.

The proposed mechanism is conservative by only including
one pathway departing from the ether-TI (ether-tetrahedral
intermediate) complex with an amine molecule. A more
encompassing scheme is showed in Scheme 9 where the
previously proposed pathway is indicated by red arrows. Two
additional pathways can produce the same kinetic result: (i,
indicated by green arrows) butylamine attacks the ester to form
the tetrahedral intermediate (TI), the amine is precomplexed to
the ether catalyst and this complex binds the TI; (ii, indicated
by blue arrows) butylamine attacks the ester to form the
tetrahedral intermediate and a second butylamine hydrogen
bonds to the TI. Glyme binds to both butylamine components.

(e) Mechanism of Catalysis.In a recent study of aminolysis
of various esters in aprotic solvents, Su and Watson30 reported
that hydrogen bonding to the ammonium ion part of T( is more
important than proton basicity for catalysis. Glymes and crown
ethers catalyze the aminolysis of NPA in chlorobenzene by
binding to the ammonium ion part of T(. The binding
interaction should have an electron-donating effect to T( and
accelerates the breakdown of T(. What remains unclear is
whether butylamine preferentially preassociates with the glyme
followed by attack of the resulting complex on the ester to form

(30) Su, C. W.; Watson, J. W.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1974, 96, 1854.

FIGURE 6. Plot of the per oxygen catalytic rate constant,kD/Oxy,
for butylaminolysis of NPA vs the number of oxygens in the glyme
(2) andkC/Oxy for N-methylbutylaminolysis of NPA (O) ref 17.

SCHEME 6

SCHEME 7

FIGURE 7. Plot of the per oxygen catalytic rate constants,kC/Oxy
(2) and kD/Oxy (O), for butylaminolysis of NPA vs the number of
oxygens in the crown ether andkC/Oxy for N-methylbutylaminolysis
of NPA (b) ref 17.

SCHEME 8
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T ( or, alternatively, butylamine attacks the ester to form
uncomplexed T( followed by binding to glyme. The rate-
determining transition structure occurs after the formation of
complexed T(. How the product forms is also uncertain, but
there are two likely possibilities. One is a stepwise process where
complexed T( decomposes to a tight ion pair (aryloxide and
complexed N-protonated amide) followed by a proton transfer
to give the phenol and the amide. The other, a concerted path,
avoids the tight ion pair. In other words, glyme transfers a proton
from the ammonium ion to the aryl oxide.

A tentative explanation on how a butylamine molecule can
attack C‚T ( to help the reaction is that one of the two nitrogen-
hydrogen bonds breaks in all cases, but frequently it reverses
and reforms the C‚T ( complex (since the entities are still
bonded together). In turn decomplexation can be assisted
(enforced) by transfer of the proton (removed by the glyme from
the nitrogen) to a butylamine molecule, then followed by
decomplexation as the favored pathway and regeneration of the
carbonyl group and loss of the aryloxide group, in preference
to loss of the butyl amino group, giving the aminolysis product.

Experimental Section

All of the chemicals were of the highest available purity and
were used as supplied. The aminolysis reactions were followed
by monitoring the UV-vis absorbance of the products of the
reaction atλ ) 320 nm, using a spectrophotometer fitted with
thermostated cell holders. At low temperatures the experiments

were carried out in a four-necked flask placed over a magnetic
stirrer in a cryostat and under exclusion of moisture. The
photometric measurements were performed by use of a quartz
immersion probe (1 cm light path) equipped with a ground joint
and optical fiber cables with standard SMA connectors. The
temperature of solutions during kinetic studies was monitored
with a thermocouple probe that was inserted into the reaction
mixture. In all experiments the ester concentration, typically
5.00 × 10-5 M, was much smaller than that of BuNH2 and
catalyst. The kinetic absorbance vs time data always fitted the
first-order integrated rate equation satisfactorily (r >0.999). In
what follows,kobs denotes the pseudo-first-order rate constant.
We were able to reproduce the observed rate constants with an
error margin of(5%. A compilation of the kinetic data is
supplied as Supporting Information.
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